We consider an M/M/N/K/F CF S system (N > 0, K ≥ N ), where the servers operate at (possibly) heterogeneous service rates. In this situation, the steady state behavior depends on the routing policy that is used to select which idle server serves the next job in queue. We define a class of idle-time-order-based policies (including, for example, Longest Idle Server First (LISF)) and show that all policies in this class result in the same steady state behavior. In particular, they are all equivalent to the naive Random routing policy.
Idle-time-order-based routing policies
Whenever I(t) = ∅, we let s(t) = (s 1 , . . . , s |I(t)| ) denote the ordered vector of idle servers at time t, where server s j became idle before server s k whenever j < k. Let P n = ∆({1, . . . , n}) denote the set of all probability distributions over the set {1, 2, . . . , n}, for any n > 0. An idle-time-order-based routing policy is defined by a collection of probability distributions p = {p S } ∅ =S⊆{1,2,...,N } , such that p S ∈ P |S| , for all nonempty S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , N }. Under this policy, at time t, the next job in queue is assigned to idle server s j with probability p I(t) (j). Some examples of idle-time-order-based policies are Random, LISF (Longest Idle Server First) (Atar 2008) , and SISF (Shortest Idle Server First).
Steady state behavior under an idle-time-order-based policy
Perhaps surprisingly, we show that the steady state behavior is indifferent to which idle-time-orderbased policy is used: Theorem 1. All idle-time-order-based policies result in the same steady state probabilities for any heterogeneous M/M/N/K system. Proof. Consider an idle-time-order-based routing policy with the collection of probability distributions p = {p S } ∅ =S⊆{1,2,...,N } . We define the states of the resulting Markov chain as follows: • State B is the state where all servers are busy, but there are no jobs waiting in the queue.
• State s = (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s |I| ), is the state with set of idle servers I, such that server s j became idle before server s k whenever j < k. When I = ∅, we identify s with state B.
• State m (0 ≤ m ≤ K − N ) is the state where all servers are busy and there are m jobs waiting in the queue (i.e., there are N + m jobs in the system). We identify state 0 with state B. Let π r denote the steady state probability of the system being in state r. From the Markov chain, it is quite straightforward (using local balance equations) that:
where µ = N j=1 µ j . We claim that the remaining limiting probabilities are given by:
These limiting probabilities, together with the normalization constraint uniquely determine π B . Note that π s does not depend on the order in which the servers in I became idle, and certainly not on the parameters of the specific idle-time-order-based policy that is used. Therefore, to complete the proof of the theorem, we verify our claim (2) by examining the detailed balance equations below. The relevant portion of the Markov chain is depicted in Figure 1 for reference.
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